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LEGENDARY COACHING WORKSHOPS:   

FROM GOALS TO WINS 
 

The concept of goals is perhaps the most discussed topic in leadership and the marketplace. 

What makes a good goal? How do I measure it? How do I stay focused and follow through? All 

these questions have been asked by many a leader. However, what is often lost in the 

busyness and transactional nature of our organizations lies an even more important question. 

Why? What am I passionate about and how does it inform my goals? In our FROM GOALS TO 

WINS workshop, we will unpack the principles for setting effective and meaningful goals.  

We will look at how starting from a place of self awareness and passion will set you up for 

success and allow you to not only crush your goals, but inspire others in the process. 

Furthermore, you will learn practical tools and principles for goal setting on a team and 

organizational level. 

FROM GOALS TO WINS is a compact and interactive workshop that can be delivered in live or 

webinar form and also includes 2 comprehensive diagnostics. In regards to learning outcomes, 

upon completion of this workshop, participants will be able to: 

▪ Understand the concept of the “The 3 Spaces of an Organization” and how to set 

powerful value-based goals 

▪ Utilize the “Legendary 6” framework for goal setting on a personal and team-based level 

▪ Identify their unique learning style and how to best position themselves and their team 

for successful goals 

▪ Understand the 3 stages of change and its impact on following through with goals 

The FROM GOALS TO WINS workshop will provide a fresh take that helps participants set 

goals that are not only effective but deeply satisfying. At Legendary Coaching we are 

passionate about helping people lead themselves and others well, and we look forward to 

helping you! 

Total Workshop Investment = Starting at $499 

CONTACT: 

Michael Walker – President & Head Coach   

michael@legendarycoaching.ca 

legendarycoaching.ca 

    


